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Abstract
The design of communication symbols that may be embedded on an intra-pulse basis into the
backscatter generated by a high-power, pulsed radar is considered. This framework requires the asynchronous detection of transmitted symbols in a high interference environment that degrades the capabilities of conventional intercept receivers. The impact of symbol design and filter structure upon the
successful detection of covert symbols by the intended receiver and a hypothetical partially clairvoyant
intercept receiver is examined.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
As the spectrum becomes more congested, increasing attention is being paid to multi-mode
systems with both sensing and communications capabilities. A prime example of this form
of spectral co-habitation comes from the automotive research community [1]–[4]. In addition,
the defense community is sponsoring initiatives focused on allowing radar and communication
systems to coexist in the same spectrum (e.g. the DARPA SSPARC program [5]). This work
continues in the line of [6]–[9] to examine methods of designing and detecting low probability of
intercept (LPI) communication symbols that reside within radar clutter. The additional constraint
of LPI requires further considerations beyond that of other multi-mode schemes.
This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under contract FA9550-12-1-0220.
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In [6]–[9] a framework for LPI communication using masking radar clutter on an intrapulse basis was developed and analyzed. Based on observations on symbol optimization from
[9], here this concept is expanded to consider enhanced symbol and filter design strategies
that incorporate the spectral shape of the clutter. In addition to the metrics used to evaluate
a traditional communication system (e.g. bit error rate, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio),
an LPI system must simultaneously minimize the detection probability at prospective intercept
receivers, and so this attribute is likewise examined.
A spread-spectrum system is generally defined as a communication system where the information bandwidth is less than the transmission bandwidth [10]. The communication waveform may
either be directly spread over a wide bandwidth or a transmission may ”hop” rapidly over various
frequencies. Spread-spectrum is naturally useful in an LPI context. The diversity afforded by
spreading the information over a wider bandwidth provides resistance to narrowband interference
and increases the difficulty for an intercept receiver to detect the transmission [10], [11]. Here
we consider a form of direct spreading that is tailored to an external interference source, namely
radar clutter.
The operational concept under consideration has four primary components as shown in Figure
1. First, an area is illuminated with a radar waveform, here presumed to be pulsed at an arbitrary
pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Second, a transponder or tag (hereafter referred to as the ”tag”
for simplicity) that wishes to transmit a covert communication symbol injects an LPI symbol
among the clutter (ambient reflections) generated by the radar emission. Third, a desired receiver
(or multiple receivers) is/are available to detect and demodulate the covert clutter-embedded
symbol and recover the information conveyed by the tag. Finally, intercept receivers may exist
that attempt to detect any covert transmissions.
The tag, upon being triggered by the incident radar waveform, emits a communication symbol
that is characterized such that the desired receiver(s) may readily demodulate the symbol, but
the intercept receiver cannot detect the presence of the embedded signal among the radar clutter.
By transmitting communication symbols on a per-pulse basis, the tag realizes a data rate on
the order of the PRF. The radar and desired receiver may be colocated or separated, where the
former also enables the tag to make use of time-reversal to exploit multipath for space-time
focusing [9]. Note that this covert communication framework developed in [6]–[9] is general
and admits any number of transmitting tags as long as the respective symbols do not completely
overlap. However, for notational and analytical convenience here we consider the case of a single
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transmitting tag.

Fig. 1: Generic radar-embedded communications system

It is important to note that the framework under consideration inherently imposes several
practical trade-offs and constraints on symbol and receiver design. The constraints with the
greatest influence are summarized in Table I and are necessarily interrelated and driven by the
dual goals of maximizing the data rate through the communication system while minimizing
the probability of intercept. The presence of radar clutter offers an opportunity to construct LPI
communication symbols. However, constructing communication symbols to take advantage of
the masking radar clutter necessarily limits the symbol design choices available. For example, to
maintain LPI the symbols are designed to be correlated with the waveform-induced clutter and
occupy a similar temporal and spectral footprint via subspace projection. As such, the symbols
occupy a linear space with limited degrees of freedom (DOF) and must be transmitted in a burst
mode triggered by the incident radar illumination, such that the repetition rate of the burst mode
is constrained to the requirements of the illuminating radar rather than any characteristics desired
by the communication receivers. In practice, the surrounding clutter is unknown and the radar
waveform must be determined from the observed illumination, which may contain multipath and
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TABLE I: Practical design constraints for intrapulse radar-embedded communications
1. Radar, tag, and desired receiver are not synchronized.
2. Symbols must be determined independently at the tag and desired
receiver based on the observed radar illumination
(possible timing uncertainty and multipath differences).
3. The surrounding clutter structure is not known exactly, though it
can be viewed as a random signal convolved with the radar waveform.
4. Symbols are designed to be partially correlated with the clutter but
still separable from one another on receive.
5. Symbols have temporal and spectral footprint commensurate with the
radar waveform.
6. Symbol design must occur in a reasonable time frame
(while radar illumination persists).

possess relative sample timing differences between the tag and desired receiver. Therefore, as
the symbols are dynamically generated based on the characteristics of the radar illumination, the
symbol and receive filter designs should be robust to mismatch between the tag and receiver.
In addition, the receiver must be able to synchronize with the received symbol without aid of
pilot symbols or an external control channel. Finally, the intercept receiver must be considered.
Quantifying the LPI nature of a given transmission scheme is not a well-defined problem [12].
Therefore, a hypothesized ”worst case” bound on intercept receiver (IR) performance is employed
here in which the IR metric incorporates some clairvoyant knowledge regarding the possible
embedded symbols.
The observerations made in [6], [7], [9] have developed and informed the constraints in Table
I. Here we use these prior observations to define and analyze alternative symbol design structures
with the goal of gaining insight into what factors impact overall performance under the given
constraints. Specifically, the well-known waterfilling approach is examined along with the impact
of shaping according to the spectral response of the radar illumination. The proposed symbol
designs are not intended to represent the optimal symbols but instead to highlight attractive
symbol attributes within the practical constraints of the radar-embedded communication problem.
As the approaches presented here do not alter the fundamental subspace projection approach of
[6]–[9], the robustness to clutter covariance estimation mismatch of the original approaches is
maintained. However, while the computational complexity of the approach must be considered
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(i.e. point 6 of Table I), the analysis of the computational complexity is beyond the scope of
this work.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we examine new designs for
intra-pulse radar-embedded symbols, using the classic direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)
and previous schemes from [7], [9] for comparison. Section III then briefly reviews the twostage Neyman-Pearson (NP) receiver structure from [9]. In Section IV the proposed symbols are
examined in conjunction with three filter structures, and the processing gain relative to an energy
detector (i.e. total power radiometer based intercept receiver) is examined. Finally, Section V
evaluates the probability of detection by the partially clairvoyant intercept receiver and by the
desired receiver along with bit error rate.
II. L OW P ROBABILITY OF I NTERCEPT C OMMUNICATION S YMBOL D ESIGN
The design of the communication symbols is constrained by the factors discussed in Table I.
Therefore, we consider a general class of symbols with desirable properties to meet the design
criteria discussed in Section I. Each of these symbol design methods has been informed by the
developments of [6], [7], [9]. First, a traditional spread-spectrum symbol design is presented to
provide a performance baseline that does not account for the presence of masking radar clutter.
Then, to examine the impact of spectral shaping to better fit the surrounding clutter (relative to
the original dominant projection (DP) approach [7]) the spectral roll-off of the radar illumination
is factored into the symbol design. In addition, the well-known waterfilling scheme is examined
within this clutter masking context, with a modified version proposed that also addresses the
desired LPI attribute.
For the communication symbols to be LPI, they are designed to be partially correlated with
the clutter, yet possess a structure that may be used by the desired receiver to separate the
symbols from the clutter. Let N be the number of discrete samples required to characterize
fully the radar waveform based on Nyquist sampling according to the 3 dB bandwidth. Define
M as an ”oversampling” factor that is used to control the amount of additional spreading the
communication symbols undergo with relation to the radar 3 dB bandwidth. The continuous
radar waveform is denoted s(t) and its discrete oversampled representation is the length N M
vector s.
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As shown in [7] and [9], the ambient signal generated by the collection of radar reflections
and collected at an arbitrary receiver can be expressed as
y = Sx + u

(1)

where u is a N M × 1 vector of complex additive Gaussian noise and Sx is the discrete
convolution between the radar waveform and the arbitrary clutter process x, which is unknown.
This discrete convolution is performed using the N M × (2N M − 1) Toeplitz matrix S that
consists of delay shifts of the radar waveform and is expressed as
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The normalized correlation of the clutter response admits the eigen decomposition [7], [9]
1
1
E[(Sx)(Sx)H ] = 2 SE[xxH ]SH
2
σx
σx
= SSH
= VΛVH

(3)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues in descending order associated with the eigenvectors
in V and the clutter process is assumed to be uncorrelated in range with equal variance at each
sample. This assumption reflects the lack of knowledge regarding the correlation of surrounding
clutter and could readily be modified if such knowledge were available (e.g. if additional masking
clutter were artificially generated as suggested in [7]). The methods considered below all operate
on a subspace basis, reducing the impact of mismatch between covariance matrix estimates due
to synchronization difference [7] or multipath [9].
For simplicity, we assume that the radar waveform is constant modulus and normalized such
that sH s = 1. Therefore,
H

tr{SS } =

NM
X

sH s = N M

i=1

= tr{Λ} = tr{VΛVH }

(4)

where the equality of the first and last terms is taken from (3).
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A. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)
To provide a performance baseline in which the masking clutter is not utilized, first consider a
conventional communication system with a total transmit energy constraint γ. However, instead
of allocating transmitted power to, for example, subchannels within an orthogonal-frequency
division (OFDM) framework, here power is allocated according the eigenvectors of the overall
clutter-plus-noise space induced by the radar illumination. The classical direct sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) approach spreads the symbol energy uniformly over the transmit bandwidth
[10]. Therefore, an eigenspace based DSSS approach would be to assign a uniform transmit
power of

γ
NM

to each ”eigenchannel” (eigenvector), so the k th DSSS symbol can be defined as
γ
VH bk
NM
γ
qk .
=
NM

cDSSS,k =

(5)

In (5), bk is an N M × 1 pseudo-random spreading vector known to both the tag and any desired
receivers, and we have defined
.
qk = VH bk

(6)

to be the transformed spreading vector. The approach of (5) differs from traditional DSSS
schemes in that the spreading vectors provide an alphabet of communication symbols rather
than distinguishing between users, as is the case in a traditional code-division multiple access
(CDMA) scheme.
B. Dominant Projection (DP)
One possible method to mitigate the impact of the clutter on communication performance is
to allocate no transmit power to eigenchannels associated with a strong clutter response. The
eigenvectors V in (3) can be partitioned into subspaces associated with the m largest (dominant
- D) and N M − m smallest (non-dominant - ND) eigenvalues [7], [9] as



H
i ΛD
h
0
V
 D .
VΛVH = VD VND 
H
0 ΛND
VND

(7)

A logical division of dominant and non-dominant subspaces is to designate the dominant subspace
to be m = N (i.e. the time-bandwidth dimensionality occupied by the radar waveform) and the
non-dominant subspace to be the eigenvectors associated with the remaining N M −N eigenvalues
[7]. However, varying the size of dominant and non-dominant subspaces offers more freedom
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with which to design the communication symbols, thus allowing for optimization [9]. The method
of symbol design in [7], [9] formed the projection matrix
H
A = I − VD,m VD,m
H
= VND,m VND,m

(8)

where the subscript m indicates the number of dominant eigenvectors in VD,m . The k th dominant
projection (DP) communication symbol is then formed as
1/2

cDP,k = βDP,m Abk
1/2

H
= βDP,m VND,m VND,m
bk
1/2

= βDP,m VND,m qND,k

(9)

1/2

where βDP,m is a scaling factor introduced here to enable a fair comparison between the different
H
bk is the (N M − m) × 1 transformed spreading
symbol design strategies, and qND,k = VND,m

vector associated with the non-dominant subspace. For ||bk ||2 = 1 and bk an N M × 1 vector,
we find [9]
|bk,i |2avg = |qk,i |2avg
≈

1
NM

(10)

since V is a unitary transform.
The expected transmitted signal power of (9) is
S = ||cDP,k ||2 = cH
DP,k cDP,k



1/2
1/2
H
= βDP,m qH
V
(β
V
q
ND,k ND,m
DP,m ND,m ND,k
= βDP,m qH
ND,k qND,k
≈ βDP,m

NM
X

|qk,i |2avg

i=m+1

=

βDP,m (N M − m)
.
NM

(11)

To allow for a constant transmit energy of γ, regardless of the dimensionality m of the dominant
subspace, examination of (11) yields a scaling factor of
βDP,m =
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The DP method of [7], [9] takes advantage of the clutter response structure imposed by the
radar waveform to shape communication symbols that are correlated with, yet separable from,
the clutter assuming knowledge of bk . In addition, by using the non-dominant subspace as a
whole (i.e. as opposed to individual non-dominant eigenvectors) the symbols generated by the
DP method are relatively unchanged even when the observed radar waveform is sampled with
a relative timing offset between the tag and desired receiver or is corrupted by multipath [7],
[9]. Notice that at the extreme case of m = 0, due to the orthonormal nature of eigenvectors
the DP method becomes analogous to the classical DSSS method of Section II-A. However, the
information contained within the eigenvalues Λ is ignored with the DP approach. In contrast, we
now consider the impact of incorporating the eigenvalues Λ to further shape the LPI symbols
according to the clutter spectral response.
C. Shaped Dominant Projection (SDP)
The DP symbols of (9) allocate power evenly over the entire non-dominant subspace which,
as shown in [9], impacts the optimal dimensionality to ensure that LPI is maintained. The eigenvalues of (3) provide information on the relative clutter-plus-noise power at each eigenchannel.
In particular, the spectral shape of the clutter-plus-noise response exhibits a ”rolloff” between
the 3 dB bandwidth of the radar waveform and the noise floor. By incorporating knowledge of
the eigenvalues into the symbol design, the spectrum occupied by the communication symbols
can more closely imitate the spectral shape of the rolloff and thereby improve LPI performance.
Define the k th shaped dominant projection (SDP) symbol as
1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

H
cSDP,k = βSDP VND,m ΛND,m VND,m
bk

= βSDP VND,m ΛND,m qND,k ,

(13)

with scaling factor
βSDP =

γN M
tr {ΛND,m }

(14)

to ensure the overall symbol energy is γ. Compared to the DP symbol in (9), the SDP symbol
in (13) includes the ΛND term that serves to shape the symbol spectrum to match that of the
radar clutter (in the roll-off region since only the non-dominant portion is addressed).
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D. Shaped Waterfilling
A well-known method to shape the power across a set of channels is to assign power according
to the inverse of the associated gains/losses (otherwise known as ”waterfilling” [13]). Applying
this principle to the present symbol design problem would mean that eigenvectors associated
with the strongest clutter response would be transmitted at the lowest power and vice versa.
Thus, a k th waterfilling (WF) symbol could be defined as
1/2

cWF,k = βWF VΛ−1/2 VH bk
1/2

= βWF VΛ−1/2 qk

(15)

where βWF is the normalizing scale factor
βWF =

γN M
.
tr {Λ−1 }

(16)

For the WF approach, the eigenchannels with the greatest allocated power will coincide with
the lowest clutter-plus-noise channel response. However, by transmitting the greatest power on
the eigenchannel with the lowest interference, the LPI performance would clearly suffer. As such,
consider a partitioned approach that combines waterfilling with the previous symbol shaping.
Define the partitioned eigenvalue matrix for this hybrid shaped waterfilling formulation as


−1
ΛD,m
0

(17)
ΛP,m = 
0
ΛND,m
where the dimensionality m still provides an optimizable parameter as in [9]. The k th shaped
waterfilling (SWF) communication symbol is thus
1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

cSWF,k = βSWF VΛP,m VΛ−1/2 qk
= βSWF VΛP,m qk

(18)

where
βSWF =

γN M
.
tr {ΛP,m }

(19)

Note that at the extreme of m = N M , the SWF symbol design subsumes the WF symbol design.
Therefore, from this point forward we only consider the more general SWF approach.
Taking inspiration from the classical waterfilling approach to maximizing capacity under a
power constraint [13], one could discard the eigenchannels associated with the greatest clutter
response. Such an approach naturally leads to the shaped DP method, defined in (13). Therefore,
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the SDP and SWF symbol designs represent classes of symbols that should provide insight into
preferable structures based on the many practical implementation constraints.
E. Spectral Content of LPI Symbols
Spectrally, the environment contains contributions from the clutter as well as ambient thermal
noise. Assuming the clutter power is much greater than the noise power, the clutter subspace
can be defined as the subspace spanned by the first N eigenvectors (i.e. the time-bandwidth
product of the radar waveform). The noise subspace is then spanned by the remaining N M − N
eigenvectors. As the dominant and non-dominant subspaces have been defined generally, with
boundary given by m, the resultant communication symbols have different forms depending on
the formation of the projection matrices with relation to the noise and clutter subspaces. Here
we illustrate this dependence for several choices of m by showing the average spectral content
of the various symbol design methods. This examination is meant to provide an intuition to the
response of each symbol design method and further justification for each method used.
In all cases, 106 communication symbols were formed from random-phase spreading vectors.
The spectral content of these symbols were determined and averaged. The radar waveform is a
linearly frequency modulated (LFM) waveform [14] with a time-bandwidth product of N = 64,
oversampled by a factor of M = 2 . We use the DSSS method as a baseline, and additionally
show the average clutter-plus-noise response (denoted as R+N) with a clutter-to-noise (CNR)
of 30 dB. All communications symbols are constrained to have a constant power constraint of
γ = 1, providing a 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
First, Figure 2 illustrates the average spectral content when the dominant subspace is set to
be half of the waveform time-bandwidth product. For the parameters given above, this condition
occurs when m = 32. The DP method results in nulls at the dominant eigenchannels (which
coincide with the peaks in the clutter response), but to maintain the constant transmit power the
non-dominant eigenchannels are transmitted at a higher power than the DSSS symbol (which
has a uniform transmit power over all eigenchannels). This scaling causes the DP method to
have the largest transmit power in the noise subspace of all the symbol design methods under
consideration. In contrast, the SDP symbols display a rolloff in the eigenchannels associated with
the transition from clutter to noise subspace that mirrors the clutter-plus-noise spectrum. Also,
the SDP symbols place shallower nulls at the dominant eigenchannels, and assign additional
power (relative to the DP method) to the eigenchannels that are in the clutter subspace but
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are considered (through the value of m) to be in the non-dominant subspace. Finally, the SWF
symbol produces a spectrum between the extremes of the DP and SDP methods. As the dominant
eigenchannels are weighted by the inverse of their eigenvalues, rather than projected out, the
spectral response is shallowly suppressed rather than nulled. Therefore, slightly more power is
transmitted in the clutter subspace by the SWF symbols than the SDP symbols.

Fig. 2: Spectral content for radar-embedded communication symbols, m = 32.

Next, Figure 3 depicts the case where m = N = 64. In other words, the clutter subspace is
considered to be the dominant subspace and the noise subspace is the non-dominant subspace
(for M = 2). Once more, the SWF symbol produces a lower response in the noise subspace
than either the DP or SDP method and allocates the most power of all symbol design methods
to the clutter subspace. However the SDP method allows for the symbol to allocate power where
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there is spectral bleeding between the clutter and noise subspaces, which results in more power
allocated to the clutter subspace and less power at the extremes of the noise subspace relative
to the DP method.

Fig. 3: Spectral content for radar-embedded communication symbols, m = 64.

Next, Figure 4 shows the spectral response when m = 96, or when the non-dominant subspace
is set to be equal to half of the noise subspace (the half associated with the (N M − N )/2 lowest
eigenvalues). Notice that the relative equality of the eigenvalues and the scaling factors cause
the DP and SDP methods to occupy similar regions of the spectrum. However, for the SWF
symbols the inversion of the dominant eigenvalues in (17) causes a large spectral response when
noise eigenvalues are considered to be part of the dominant subspace. This inversion causes a
peak response ≈ 2 dB greater than the peak response of the SDP symbol for the same value of
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m. That said, while the peak value of the SWF symbol is greater than the DP or SDP symbol,
the extreme of the noise subspace is allocated ≈ 16 dB less transmit power than DP or SDP
symbols.

Fig. 4: Spectral content for radar-embedded communication symbols, m = 96.

Finally, Figure 5 examines the spectral response of the symbols when the dominant subspace
is set to 126, leaving 2 eigenvectors for the non-dominant subspace. The SDP and DP spectral
response are now approximately equivalent. In addition, the constant power constraint results in
all of the power for the DP/SDP symbols to be allocated to the subspace associated with the
two smallest eigenvalues. Therefore, the transmitted symbol power is observed to spike in the
region of the spectrum with the least amount of masking clutter. While advantageous from an
interference avoidance perspective, these symbols are clearly not LPI. Notice the contrast between
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the nulling of the dominant subspace by the DP/SDP techniques and the inverse approach used
by the SWF. This contrast was observed in Figure 4, but is even more apparent in Figure 5.
Weighting the dominant subspace with the associated inverse eigenvalues results in a greater
amount of transmit energy allocated to the clutter subspace than the DP and SDP methods
allow. This energy allocation of SWF prevents the high power ”spike” associated with the DP
and SDP symbols. However, when compared to Figure 4 the SWF symbols allocate an increasing
amount of energy to the tails of the spectral rolloff. Therefore, as SWF approaches the traditional
waterfilling approach, the power levels associated with the noise subspace are all greater than
the power levels used by the DSSS symbol design. Therefore, the increased energy associated
with frequencies away from the masking clutter causes the symbol to become more vulnerable
to interception by intercept receiver methods based on energy detection [11].
III. S YMBOL D ETECTION
Once the symbol has been transmitted by the tag, one or more intended receivers must reliably
detect and decode the transmission. As the intended receivers do not know a priori when
the transmission begins, symbol detection must be performed asynchronously. An observation
interval is defined as the length N M vector y(`) = [y(`) y(` − 1) y(` − N M + 1)]T obtained
by the receiver A/D. The receiver searches for a communication symbol over an observation
interval  N M [9]. Due to the nature of the embedded symbol, the receiver must perform
filtering to suppress the clutter and coherently integrate the energy of the symbol (if present).
The receive filter bank is composed of K filters denoted wk corresponding to each possible
symbol.
The receiver generates a set of outputs from the filter bank, defined as zy,k (`) = wkH y(`) [9].
The output of each filter forms a set {zy,1 (`)

zy,2 (`)

...

zy,K (`)}, for a collection of time

samples indexed by `. This set is sorted to determine the magnitude of the greatest response for
each filter, with the collection of maximum magnitudes providing the location in the observation
interval for which each symbol has the highest probability of being present. Subsequently, the
(k)

maximum over this set of K values, denoted |zy,max |, is the magnitude of the most likely symbol
to be present over the observation interval [9].
Formally, the receive filtering may be formulated as a multiple hypothesis test where the K +1
hypotheses are expressed as
H0 : y = Sx + u
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Fig. 5: Spectral content for radar-embedded communication symbols, m = 126. SWF now
closely approximates standard waterfilling.

Hk : y = Sx + αck + u for k = 1, 2, . . . , K.

(20)

Hypothesis Hk corresponds to the kth symbol being received, with α an unknown complex
scaling factor that subsumes the transmitted symbol power γ and H0 is the null hypothesis (no
symbol present). The maximum output from the k filters is
(k)
|zy,max
| = max |zy,k (`)|
k,`

(21)

such that the most likely symbol to be present in the observation interval is
k̂ = arg max |zy,k (`)|.
k,`
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To account for the null hypothesis and control the probability of false alarm, the receiver may
use the filter outputs of the K − 1 rejected symbols (k 6= k̂) to characterize the filtered clutter
and noise [9]. This characterization is then used to form a threshold T based on an acceptable
(k)

probability of false alarm. If |zy,max | > T , then the receiver decides that the k̂th symbol is present
in the observation interval. Otherwise, the receiver decides that no communication symbol is
present. This two-stage process uses an adaptive Neyman-Pearson approach [15].
While the clutter process x(t) is not known, we can assume that it is zero mean. If this
assumption is met, the central limit theorem causes the linear transformation of Sx from (1),
followed by the filtering wkH y(`), to result in complex Gaussian distributed samples. Therefore,
the filter output |zy,k (`)| can be approximated as independent and identically distributed Rayleigh
samples. If no symbol is present, the probability of false alarm is given by the probability that
the maximum value of (K − 1)L Rayleigh random variables exceeds a threshold. Under the
assumption that the (K − 1)L samples are IID, the probability of false alarm is found from the
cdf of the Rayleigh distribution as [15]
(K−1)L


z2
FZ (z; σ) = 1 − exp − 2
2σ

z=T

= 1 − Pfa .

(23)

By rearranging, the Neyman-Pearson threshold T for the detector is then
r
h
i
1
T = −2σz2 ln 1 − (1 − Pfa ) (K−1)L

(24)

where σz is the Rayleigh scale parameter. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of σz is
given as [16]
v
u
u
σ̂ = t

K
L
X
X
1
|zy,j (`)|2 .
2(K − 1)L
`=1

(25)

j=1,j6=k̂

The MLE in (25) is biased and the expected value can be expressed as [16]


1
E[σ̂] ≈ σz 1 −
.
8(K − 1)L
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However, (26) asymptotically approaches an unbiased estimate and (K − 1)L can be assumed
to be large.

1

The final detector output is

 k th symbol,
symbol decision =
 no symbol,

(k)

if |zy,max | > T

(27)

otherwise

and the overall two-stage detector is summarized in Figure 6.

Fig. 6: Two stage Neyman-Pearson detector [9]

IV. R ECEIVE F ILTERING
The approach to receive filtering in [7] drew inspiration from the rich spread-spectrum literature, as well as noting the special circumstances inherent to radar-embedded communications.
Due to the high transmit power used by a typical radar system, the received clutter power is
assumed to be large relative to the noise so that the interference structure can be estimated. With
this assumption in hand, [9] used a diagonally-loaded decorrelating filter [17], [18], with the
filter corresponding to the k th symbol given as
−1
wk = SSH + λm+1 I
ck

for k = 1, 2, . . . , K,

(28)

where the diagonal loading term λm+1 is the largest non-dominant eigenvalue from (7). The
diagonal loading was introduced for mathematical convenience in the analysis of the filter
performance and to prevent noise enhancement effects.
1

Note that in [9], the threshold dependence was erroneously given as the maximum of a single Rayleigh random variable,

rather than (K − 1)L samples. However, the Rayleigh distribution possesses a light tail. For the examples in [9] the threshold
should be only ∼ 1.2 dB higher to meet the desired Pfa of 10−5 .
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To examine the performance of the decorrelating filter of (28), the analysis conducted in [9]
derived the processing gain
∆=

SINRo
,
SINRi

(29)

where SINRi corresponds to the incident communication signal, clutter, and noise and SINRo
results from receive filtering. The processing gain for the DP symbol design in (9), aside from
the new scale factor beta, combined with the decorrelating filter of (28) was derived in [9]. Here
we examine the processing gain that results from using the DP (9), SDP (13), and SWF (18)
symbol design methods in conjunction with three prospective filtering schemes. Recall that for
the extreme case of m = 0, the DP method provides the processing gain for the DSSS method.
Similarly, for m = N M the SWF design method has the same processing gain as the WF symbol
design of (15). The filter structures examined here are the matched filter, the decorrelating filter,
and a modification to the diagonally-loaded decorrelating filter.
While each filter will be explored in conjunction with the symbol design methods, the general
definitions are given here. The familiar matched filter is defined as
wMF,k = ck ,

(30)

and the decorrelating filter structure is
wDF,k = SSH

−1

ck

= VΛ−1 VH ck .

(31)

Assuming the receiver can determine the clutter and noise power, we also consider a different
loaded decorrelating filter useful for analysis purposes, which is defined as
wLDF,k = VΛ̃−1 VH ck ,

(32)

where the modified eigenvalue matrix is
Λ̃ = σx2 Λ + σu2 I.
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The incident SINR at the receiver can be found via examination of the squared magnitude of
the received signal ||y||2 , where the dependence on ` is excluded for brevity. The expectation
of the squared magnitude of the received signal when a symbol is present is [9]
h
i


E ||y||2 = E (Sx + αck + u)H (Sx + αck + u)
h
i
h
i


= E (Sx)H (Sx) + E (αck )H (αck ) + E uH u
= Ri + Si + Ni

(34)

assuming the noise and clutter process are zero-mean and uncorrelated, and where α subsumes
transmit gain and propagation path loss. The term Ri represents the incident clutter power, Si
is the incident signal power, and Ni is the incident noise power. All symbol design methods
included a scaling term, resulting in
Si = |α|2

(35)

while the interference power and noise power are given as
Ri = σx2 tr{Λ}
= σx2 N M

(36)

and
Ni = σu2 N M,

(37)

respectively. Thus in general the incident (input) SINR is
SINRi =

|α|2
.
N M (σx2 + σu2 )

(38)

For an arbitrary filter wk the output SINR is found from the expression
i
h


E |wkH y|2 = E (Sx + αck + u)H wk wkH (Sx + αck + u)
i
h
i
h
= E (Sx)H wk wkH (Sx) + E (αck )H wk wkH (αck )


+ E uH wk wkH u
= Ro + So + No .

(39)

The combination of symbol structure and receive filter determine the processing gain of the
receiver. The output SINR is defined as
SINRo =
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where the clutter power after filtering is, from (39),
i
h
H
H
Ro = E (Sx) wk wk (Sx)


= E wkH SxxH SH wk


= wkH SE xxH SH wk
= σx2 wkH SSH wk
= σx2 wkH VΛVH wk

(41)

and the noise power after filtering is similarly found to be


No = E uH wk wkH u
 

= E tr wkH uuH wk



= tr wkH E uuH wk
= σu2 wkH wk .

(42)

The signal power must be determined separately for each symbol type. The processing gain for
each symbol design/filter structure is derived in Appendix A
A. Processing Gain Comparison
Let us now examine the processing gains afforded by the various combinations of symbol
design and filter combinations. As was the case in Section II-E, the radar waveform is an LFM
chirp with time-bandwidth product N = 64 with an oversampling factor (relative to the 3 dB
bandwidth) of M = 2. We consider two scenarios. First is the typical case of high clutter-tonoise ratio (CNR), here set to 30 dB. Second, we consider the case of a CNR = 0 dB, where
the clutter power is equal to the noise power. As the symbol designs and filters are constructed
to take advantage of the masking interference provided by the radar clutter, a CNR of 0 dB
provides a ”worst case” scenario of the processing gain for each symbol/filter combination.
For the baseline case of DSSS symbol generation, the MF produces a gain equal to the timebandwidth product of the symbol (which is 2 × 64 = 128, or 21.1 dB). For a CNR of 30 dB,
LDF and DF filtering of the DSSS symbol both produce a processing gain of 35.74 dB by virtue
of clutter cancellation. Alternatively, for a CNR of 0 dB, the LDF filter provides a processing
gain of 22.2 dB and the DF filter provides a processing gain of 19.4 dB. Therefore, for both
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high and low CNRs the LDF provides an advantage over the MF and DF if the clutter and noise
powers are accurately estimated.
Figures 7-9 show the processing gains for the DP, SDP, and SWF symbol designs for each of
the three filter structures. The high CNR (= 30 dB) case is denoted by solid lines, while the low
CNR (= 0 dB) case is shown with dotted lines. For the high CNR case, the clutter degrades MF
performance. However, at low CNR the MF is comparable to the DF and LDF filter structures.
Comparing Figures 7 and 8, when DP symbols are used in conjunction with the DF or LDF
filters the processing gain is less sensitive to the size of the dominant subspace than when the
SDP symbols are used.

Fig. 7: Analytical processing gain for DP symbol for different receive filters, with high CNR
(solid) and low CNR (dashed)
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Fig. 8: Analytical processing gain for SDP symbol for different receive filters, with high CNR
(solid) and low CNR (dashed)

Figure 9 gives the processing gains for the SWF symbols when the MF, DF, and LDF filters
are used. For the high CNR case, the DF and LDF are comparable, and provide superior gain
when compared to the MF. However, for the low CNR case, filtering with the the MF and DF
yields processing gain values that approach the coherent processing gain. However, the LDF is
largely unaffected whether the CNR is high or low. Therefore, the LDF is the best filter design
to use in conjunction with the SWF symbol.
Figure 10 compares the processing gain of the three proposed symbol design methods at a
CNR of 30 dB. The SDP and SWF symbols are filtered with the LDF, while due to the behavior
at high values of m we filter the DP symbol with the DF. Note that the DP symbol offers a higher
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Fig. 9: Analytical processing gain for SWF symbol for different receive filters, with high CNR
(solid) and low CNR (dashed)

processing gain than the DSSS symbol at all values of m, while the SDP and SWF symbols
only enjoy a higher processing gain for large values of m.
Figure 11 compares the processing gain for a CNR of 0 dB. In this case the DP and SDP
methods enjoy ≈ 3 dB gain advantage over the traditional DSSS method. However, as was
shown in Figure 9, the processing gain is largely unaffected by the clutter power when the SWF
symbol is used in conjunction with the LDF filter.
V. I NTERCEPT AND D ETECTION E VALUATION
Section IV-A compared the processing gain afforded by the various combinations of symbol
designs and filter structures. Here, Monte Carlo simulations are used to examine the probabilities
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Fig. 10: Comparison of processing gains for high CNR condition

of detection and intercept. In particular, we establish the ability of the two-stage NP receiver of
Figure 6 to asynchronously detect the correct transmitted symbol and compare it to the capability
of an intercept receiver to detect whether a symbol is present.
A. Intercept Receiver
Where Figure 10 shows the high processing gain of the SDP and DP symbols when the size
of the non-dominant subspace is small (m large), Figure 4 shows that the resulting spectral
response of such symbols is high where the masking clutter is low. Thus the possible processing
gain enhancement for a particular symbol design must be tempered by the associated LPI nature
that it represents. To examine the LPI property we use the intercept metric proposed in [9],
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Fig. 11: Comparison of processing gains for low CNR condition

defined as
(m̃) = yH Pm̃ y

(43)

H
Pm̃ = VND,m̃ VND,
m̃

(44)

where the projection matrix Pm̃ is

for m̃ ∈ [0, N M ].
In other words, the intercept receiver progressively projects out the dominant subspace and
then performs energy detection. The full space (i.e. m̃ = 0) response of (43) coincides with
the classic total power radiometer (TPR) [11]. When the intercept receiver projects out the 3
dB bandwidth of the radar waveform (i.e. m̃ = N ), (43) is a subspace implementation of the
interference nulling detector of [11].
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To provide a ”worst case” assessment from a covert communication system perspective, we
assume that the intercept receiver possesses knowledge of several transmission parameters that
would not necessarily be available to it in practice. Namely, the intercept receiver knows the
oversampling factor M and the time-bandwidth product N . In addition, we assume that the
intercept receiver knows the size of the dominant subspace (i.e. m̃ = m) and has clairvoyant
knowledge of the proper detection threshold to maintain the desired false alarm rate.
B. Probability of Detection Analysis
We again consider an LFM radar waveform with a time-bandwidth of N = 64 that is
oversampled by a factor of M = 2. A symbol alphabet size of K = 8 was chosen, yielding
log2 (K) = 3 bits/symbol. To provide a high fidelity estimate, the communication symbols are upsampled by a factor of 4 to simulate the continuous transmission of a communication waveform.
All clutter and noise is added at this ”continuous” stage and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR) are set in the continuous domain. The CNR is 30 dB for
all cases. The resultant symbols are decimated by 4 to provide a ”sampled” discrete input
to the two-stage NP receiver and intercept receiver. In all cases, the NP receiver and intercept
receiver maintain a Pfa = 10−5 . Both the desired and intercept receivers scan over an observation
interval of L = 3N M samples to determine if a symbol is present. To provide a metric of LPI
performance, we consider the difference in SNR required for successful detection of a symbol
by the NP receiver compared to the partially clairvoyant intercept receiver. This difference in
SNR required for successful detection is the gain advantage of the desired receiver.
Figure 12 illustrates the probability of detection for a DSSS symbol. The desired receiver uses
an LDF filter. We compare three different intercept receiver parameterizations of m̃ = 0, 64, and
96. The cases of m̃ = 0 and m̃ = N = 64 correspond to the total power radiometer (TPR) and
interference canceling receivers of [11], respectively. However, in [11] the interference source
occupies a relatively narrow bandwidth with respect to the transmitted symbol. As was shown
in Figures 2-4, the clutter response possesses a large spectral rolloff, which helps to mask the
communication symbol when m̃ = N . Therefore, the m̃ = 96 case is included which eliminates
most of the clutter response while still leaving a significant portion (≈ 25%) of the symbol power.
Figure 12 illustrates the decrease in LPI performance when the intercept receiver eliminates
increasing amounts of the clutter. However, the desired receiver still maintains a gain advantage
of ≈ 6 dB over the intercept receiver, even when the majority of the clutter is canceled.
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Fig. 12: Probability of detection and intercept for DSSS symbol (i.e. not using masking radar
clutter)

Figure 13 verifies the relatively low amount of processing gain variance (as a function of
m) for the DP symbol/DF filter combination that was observed in Fig. 7. However, note that
while transmitting in a portion of the clutter subspace degrades detection performance, it greatly
affects intercept performance. The desired receiver enjoys an ≈ 4 dB advantage over the intercept
receiver when m = 96 versus an ≈ 17 dB advantage when m = 32.
The heavy dependence of processing gain on m for the SDP symbol is shown in Figure
14, where the desired receiver uses an LDF filter. For the SDP symbol design the choice of
m = 64 yields the largest gain advantage for the desired receiver. The spectral shaping of the
SDP symbol at m = 64 (as was illustrated in Figure 3) only reduces intercept performance by
≈ 1 dB in relation to the DP symbol. Further, the lower processing gain at the same value of
m reduces the detection probability at the desired receiver. Therefore, the increased processing
gain afforded by the DP symbol design outweighs the smaller LPI advantage of the SDP symbol
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Fig. 13: Probability of detection and intercept for DP symbol

design meaning that spectral shaping alone does not appear to be beneficial.
Figure 15 illustrates the detection characteristics of the SWF symbol design when the desired
receiver uses the LDF filter. The similarities between the SDP and SWF symbols at m = 32 and
m = 64 (as shown in Figures 2 and 3) carry through to the probability of detection analysis in
Figures 14 and 15. However, when m = 96 the SWF symbol deviates significantly from the DP
and SDP symbols. Recall from Figure 4 that the SWF symbol at m = 96 allocates reduced power
in the clutter subspace (relative to the DSSS symbol), but does not null the clutter subspace like
the DP and SDP symbols. The majority of the transmit power allocation occurs in the rolloff
region, and significantly less (≈ −10 dB with respect to the DSSS symbol, ≈ −16 dB with
respect to the DP/SDP symbols) transmit power is allocated at the outer edges of the noise
subspace. This behavior allows for ≈ 14 dB of gain advantage for the desired receiver, while
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Fig. 14: Probability of detection and intercept for SDP symbol

maintaining the large amount of processing gain shown in Figure 9. As such, one can infer
that a judicious spectral distribution of symbol power is one that properly balances between
interference avoidance to maximize probability of detection (such as waterfilling provides) and
maintaining interference similarity for low probability of intercept.
Finally, in Figure 16 we examine the bit error rates (BER) for the best performing symbol design/filter combinations (with respect to the gain advantage). When the DP symbol is transmitted
the desired receiver uses the DF, while the LDF is used when the DSSS, SDP, or SWF symbol
is transmitted. In particular, note that the SWF symbol design provides ≈ 2-3 dB of gain over
the DP method for a similar BER. Both the SWF and DP symbol designs provide substantial
LPI improvements over the DSSS method of symbol design, as well as requiring less power to
achieve the same BER.
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Fig. 15: Probability of detection and intercept for SWF symbol

VI. C ONCLUSION
Several subspace-based symbol design strategies have been presented and examined for LPI
communication in the presence of high-power radar emissions. Such subspace strategies are
inherently insensitive to timing differences and multipath. Here the previous subspace symbol
design methodology was extended to include spectral information in two separate ways: via
spectral shaping according to the radar-induced clutter response and using the well-known
principle of waterfilling. The purpose for considering these new symbol structures is to ascertain
beneficial symbol attributes that much balance between good communication performance and
low intercept probability within a litany of practical constraints.
Using multiple receive filtering structures, each of the proposed symbol designs was analytically evaluated in terms of processing gain relative to the masking radar interference. Further,
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Fig. 16: BER comparison for notable symbol/filter combinations

based on the use of a presumed ”worst case” partially clairvoyant intercept receiver, the gain
advantage of each symbol design was evaluated. This analysis shows that a hybrid combination
of waterfilling and spectral shaping (according to the roll-off region) provides a good compromise
between interference avoidance and maintaining interference similarity that should inform the
subsequent design of robust optimal symbols.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROCESSING G AIN D ERIVATIONS
The processing gain for the three symbol design methods is derived here for each of the filter
structures under consideration.
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A. Processing Gain of Dominant Projection (DP) Symbols
When the DP symbol design of (9) is used in conjunction with a matched filter, the output
symbol power is found from (11) and (39) as
H
cDP,k |2
So,DP−MF = |α|2 |wDP−MF,k
2
2
= |α|2 |cH
DP,k cDP,k | = |α|

(45)

and the filtered interference and noise powers are found from (9), (10), (41), and (42) to be
H
Ro,DP−MF = σx2 wDP−MF,k
VΛVH wDP−MF,k
H
H
= σx2 βDP,m qH
ND,k VND,m VΛV VND,m qND,k

≈ σx2

tr {ΛND,m }
,
NM − m

(46)

and
H
No,DP−MF = σu2 wDP−MF,k
wDP−MF,k
H
= σu2 βDP,m qH
ND,k VND,m VND,m qND,k

≈ σu2

(47)

respectively. Substituting (45)-(47) into (40), the output SINR when a DP symbol is filtered
through a matched filter is
|α|2

SINRo,DP−MF (m) =
σx2

tr{ΛND,m }
N M −m

.

(48)

+ σu2

Therefore, from (38) and (48), the processing gain afforded by matched filtering DP symbols is
∆DP−MF (m) =

N M (σx2 + σu2 )
.
tr{ΛND,m }
σx2 N M −m + σu2

Substituting (9) into (31), the decorrelating filter for a DP symbol takes the form


1/2
wDP−DF,k = VΛ−1 VH βDP,m VND,m qND,k


0m×(N M −m)
1/2
 qND,k .
= βDP,m V 
Λ−1
ND
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The signal power after processing a DP symbol with the filter of (50) is found from (9) and
(12) as
H
So,DP−DF = |α|2 |wDP−DF,k
cDP,k |2
i
h
H
−1
= |α|2 βDP,m qH
0(N M −m)×m ΛND V VND,m qND,k
ND,k

2

2
 −1
2
|α|2 βDP,m
tr
Λ
ND,m
(N M )2

2
|α|2 tr Λ−1
ND,m
=
.
(N M − m)2

≈

(51)

The interference power after filtering with the decorrelating filter of (50) is, using (10), (12),
and (41),
H
Ro,DP−DF = σx2 wDP−DF,k
VΛVH wDP−DF,k

i
h
Λ
= σx2 βDP,m qH
0 Λ−1
ND,k
ND

≈

σx2



0
Λ−1
ND

 qND,k


tr Λ−1
ND,m
,
NM − m

(52)

and the noise power is, using (10), (12), and (42),
H
No,DP−DF = σu2 wDP−DF,k
wDP−DF,k


= σu2 βDP,m qH
ND,k

h

0 Λ−1
ND

i

VH V 

0
Λ−1
ND

 −2
tr
ΛND,m
.
≈ σu2
NM − m


 qND,k

(53)

Combining the results of (51)-(53) results in the output SINR
SINRo,DP−DF (m) =
2

|α|2 tr Λ−1
ND,m

 −2
.
2
(N M − m) σx2 tr Λ−1
ND,m + σu tr ΛND,m

(54)

Relative to (38), the processing gain of the decorrelating filter/dominant projection combination
is then
∆DP−DF (m) =

2
N M (σx2 + σu2 ) tr Λ−1
ND,m

 −2
.
2
(N M − m) σx2 tr Λ−1
ND,m + σu tr ΛND,m
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The third filter structure we consider for the DP symbols is the loaded decorrelating filter of
(32). For a DP symbol, (32) becomes


1/2
wDP−LDF,k = VΛ̃−1 VH βDP,m VND,m qND,k


0
1/2
 qND,k .
= βDP,m V 
Λ̃−1
ND

(56)

Following similar derivations as those in (51)-(53), it can be shown that the a DP symbol filtered
through the loaded decorrelating filter of (56) has an expected SINR of
SINRo,DP−LDF (m) =
 n
o2
|α|2 tr Λ̃−1
ND,m

n
o
n
o .
2 tr Λ̃−2
(N M − m) σx2 tr Λ̃−2
Λ
+
σ
u
ND,m ND,m
ND,m

(57)

The processing gain of the loaded decorrelating filter is then
∆DP−LDF (m) =
 n
o2
N M (σx2 + σu2 ) tr Λ̃−1
ND,m

n
o
n
o .
−2
−2
2
2
(N M − m) σx tr Λ̃ND,m ΛND,m + σu tr Λ̃ND,m

(58)

B. Processing Gain of Shaped Waterfilling (SWF) Symbols
The second symbol design method under examination is the shaped waterfilling (SWF) method.
Like (45), the scaling factor βSWF causes the output power of a matched filter processing the
SWF symbol of (18) to be the magnitude squared of the complex gain coefficient
H
So,SWF−MF = |α|2 |wSWF−MF,k
cSWF,k |2 = |α|2 .

(59)

The interference and noise powers after matched filtering with (18) are found from (41) and
(42) to be
H
Ro,SWF−MF = σx2 wSWF−MF,k
VΛVH wSWF−MF,k
1/2

1/2

H
H
= σx2 βSWF,m qH
k ΛP,m V VΛV VΛP,m qk

tr {ΛP,m Λ}
tr {ΛP,m }

m + tr Λ2ND,m
2
= σx
,
tr {ΛP,m }
≈ σx2
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and
H
wSWF−MF,k = σu2 ,
No,SWF−MF = σu2 wSWF−MF,k

(61)

respectively. Combining (59)-(61), the SINR after processing a SWF symbol with a matched
filter is
|α|2

SINRo,SWF−MF (m) =
σx2

m+tr{Λ2ND,m }
tr{ΛP,m }

(62)
+

σu2

so the resultant processing gain is
∆SWF−MF (m) =

N M (σx2 + σu2 )
.
m+tr{Λ2
}
σx2 tr Λ ND,m + σu2
{ P,m }

(63)

The decorrelating filter corresponding to the SWF symbol is found by applying (18) to (31)
as


1/2
1/2
wSWF−DF,k = VΛ−1 VH βSWF,m VΛP,m qk
1/2

1/2

= βSW F,m VΛ−1 ΛP,m qk .

(64)

From (18), filtering an SWF symbol with (64) yields an expected signal power of
H
So,SWF−DF = |α|2 |wSWF−DF,k
cSWF,k |2
1/2

1/2

−1 H
= |α|2 βSWF,m qH
k ΛP,m Λ V VΛP,m qk

≈
=

2

2
|α|2 βSWF,m
tr ΛP,m Λ−1
2
(N M )

2
|α|2 tr Λ−2
+ NM − m
D

(tr {ΛP,m })2

2

.

(65)

The interference power after processing with the decorrelating filter of (64) is, from (41),
H
Ro,SWF−DF = σx2 wSWF−DF,k
VΛVH wSWF−DF,k
1/2

1/2

H
−1 H
−1
= σx2 βSWF,m qH
k ΛP,m Λ V VΛV VΛ ΛP,m qk

tr {ΛP,m Λ−1 }
tr {ΛP,m }
 −2
ΛD,m + N M − m
tr
= σx2
,
tr {ΛP,m }
≈ σx2
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and the noise power is
H
wSWF−DF,k
No,SWF−DF = σu2 wSWF−DF,k
1/2

1/2

−1 H
−1
= σu2 βSWF,m qH
k ΛP,m Λ V VΛ ΛP,m qk

≈

−2
2 tr {ΛP,m Λ }
σu
.
tr {ΛP,m }

(67)

The SINR after processing the SWF symbol by the decorrelating filter of (64) is found by
combining (65)-(67) as
SINRo,SWF−DF (m) =
tr {ΛP,m } σx2


2
|α|2 tr Λ−2
+ NM − m
D



2
−2
tr Λ−2
D,m + N M − m + σu tr {ΛP,m Λ }

(68)

so the resultant processing gain is
∆SWF−DF (m) =

2
N M (σx2 + σu2 ) tr Λ−2
+
N
M
−
m
D


.
tr {ΛP,m } σx2 tr Λ−2
+
N
M
− m + σu2 tr {ΛP,m Λ−2 }
D,m

(69)

The loaded decorrelating filter (LDF) structure of (32) when applied to the SWF symbol of
(18) takes the form


1/2
1/2
wSWF−LDF,k = VΛ̃−1 VH βSWF,m VΛP,m qk
1/2

1/2

= βSWF,m VΛ̃−1 ΛP,m qk .

(70)

The derivation of the SINR after processing with the LDF of (70) closely follows the steps taken
in (65)-(67), resulting in an output SINR
SINRo,SWF−LDF (m) =
 n
o2
|α|2 tr ΛP,m Λ̃−1

n
o
n
o .
tr {ΛP,m } σx2 tr ΛP,m Λ̃−2 Λ + σu2 tr ΛP,m Λ̃−2

(71)

which yields a processing gain of
∆SWF−LDF (m) =
 n
o2
N M (σx2 + σu2 ) tr ΛP,m Λ̃−1

n
o
n
o .
2
−2
2
−2
tr {ΛP,m } σx tr ΛP,m Λ̃ Λ + σu tr ΛP,m Λ̃
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C. Processing Gain of Shaped Dominant Projection (SDP) Symbols
The final symbol design method under consideration is the shaped dominant projection (SDP)
method given in (13). When a matched filter is used, the scaling factor of (14) again causes the
signal power after processing to reduce to
H
So,SDP−MF = |α|2 |wSDP−MF,k
cSDP,k |2 = |α|2

(73)

and the noise power from (42) to become
H
wSDP−MF,k = σu2 .
No,SDP−MF = σu2 wSDP−MF,k

(74)

The clutter power after filtering with the matched filter of (13) is then found from (41) to be
H
Ro,SDP−MF = σx2 wSDP−MF,k
VΛVH wSDP−MF,k
2
= σx2 βSDP,m qH
ND,k ΛND,m qND,k
 2
tr
ΛND,m
≈ σx2
,
(75)
tr {ΛND,m }
yielding an expected output SINR of
|α|2
SINRo,SDP−MF (m) =
.
(76)
tr{Λ2
}
σx2 tr ΛND,m + σu2
{ ND,m }
From (76), the matched filter produces a processing gain for the SDP symbol of
N M (σx2 + σu2 )
.
(77)
∆SDP,M F (m) =
tr{Λ2ND,m }
2
2
+ σu
σx tr Λ
{ ND,m }
The decorrelating filter associated with the SDP symbol is found by substituting (13) into (31)

as
wSDP−DF,k



1/2
1/2
= VΛ V βSDP,m VND,m ΛND,m qND,k


0m×(N M −m)
1/2
 qND,k .
= βSDP,m V 
−1/2
ΛND
−1

H

(78)

Using (13) and (78), the signal power after the decorrelating filter is
H
So,SDP−DF = |α|2 |wSDP−DF,k
cSDP,k |2
n
o
−1/2
1/2
tr
Λ
Λ
= |α|2 βSDP,m qH
ND,k
ND,m ND,m qND,k
2
|α|2 βSDP,m
(N M − m)2
(N M )2
|α|2 (N M − m)2
=
.
(tr {ΛND,m })2

2

≈
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Applying (78) to (41) reveals that the interference power after the decorrelating filter is
H
VΛVH wSDP−DF,k
Ro,SDP−DF = σx2 wSDP−DF,k


= σx2 βSDP,m qH
ND,k
= σx2

h

−1/2

0 ΛND

i

Λ



0
−1/2
ΛND

 qND,k

(N M − m)
.
tr {ΛND,m }

(80)

Similarly, the noise power after the decorrelating filter of (78) is found from (42) to be
H
No,SDP−DF = σu2 wSDP−DF,k
wSDP−DF,k


= σu2 βSDP,m qH
ND,k

h

−1/2

0 ΛND

i

VH V 

0
−1/2

ΛND


 qND,k

 −1
tr
ΛND,m
= σu2
.
tr {ΛND,m }

(81)

Therefore, the output SINR SDP using the decorrelating filter is found from (79)-(81) to be
SINRo,SDP−DF (m) =
|α|2 (N M − m)2

.
tr {ΛND,m } σx2 (N M − m) + σu2 tr Λ−1
ND,m

(82)

The processing gain obtained by the decorrelating filter of (78) is then found from (82) and (38)
∆SDP−DF (m) =
N M (σx2 + σu2 )(N M − m)2

.
tr {ΛND,m } σx2 (N M − m) + σu2 tr Λ−1
ND,m

(83)

The final design under consideration is an SDP symbol filtered with the LDF structure of
(32). From (13) and (32) this filter takes the form


1/2
1/2
−1 H
wSDP−LDF,k = VΛ̃ V βSDP,m VND,m ΛND,m qND,k


0m×(N M −m)
1/2
1/2
 ΛND,m
qND,k .
= βSDP,m V 
−1
Λ̃ND,m
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Filtering the SDP symbol of (13) with the LDF of (84) results in an average output signal power
of
H
cSDP,k |2
So,SDP−LDF = |α|2 |wSDP−LDF,k
1/2

1/2

−1
= |α|2 βSDP,m qH
ND,k ΛND,m Λ̃ND,m ΛND,m qND,k
o2
 n
|α|2 tr ΛND,m Λ̃−1
ND,m
≈
.
(tr {ΛND,m })2

2

(85)

The clutter power after filtering with (84) is found from (41) to be
H
Ro,SDP−LDF = σx2 wSDP−LDF,k
VΛVH wSDP−LDF,k
n
o
tr Λ2ND,m Λ̃−2
ND,m
= σx2
.
tr {ΛND,m }

(86)

The noise power is then similarly found from (84) and (42):
H
No,SDP−LDF = σx2 wSDP−LDF,k
wSDP−LDF,k
n
o
−2
tr ΛND,m Λ̃ND,m
.
= σu2
tr {ΛND,m }

(87)

Equations (85)-(87) are then combined to find the output SINR from LDF filtering of the SDP
symbol as
SINRo,SDP−LDF (m) =
 n
o2
|α|2 tr ΛND,m Λ̃−1
ND,m

n
o
n
o ,
−2
2 tr Λ
tr {ΛND,m } σx2 tr Λ2ND,m Λ̃−2
+
σ
Λ̃
ND,m ND,m
u
ND,m

(88)

resulting in a processing gain of
∆SDP−LDF (m) =
 n
o2
N M (σx2 + σu2 ) tr ΛND,m Λ̃−1
ND,m

n
o
n
o .
−2
−2
2
2
2
tr {ΛND,m } σx tr ΛND,m Λ̃ND,m + σu tr ΛND,m Λ̃ND,m
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